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Company Profile 

 Vastera Technology established in 2002, As a member of 

networking industrial, Vastera was expected to be a solution provider. 

Internet connects people, and also creates a new lifestyle.  

 By developing advanced technologies, a vast network is coming with 

new era. 

Using wireless equipment, people can be connected whether they are 

sitting in the office, waiting to take off in the airport, watching TV in the 

living room, or having a cocktail in the Hotel lounge. 

DSL technology makes it possible to transmit data, voice and video at 

the same time without reconstructing infrastructures. 

 

 Our vision is clear :  

       Vastera mobilizes your life with efficiency. 



 Established Date: June, 2002.  

 Promoter: Kenny Tsai.  

 Capital: USD$1million  

 Main Investors: Natural person.  

 Address: 24143 No.42, Sec. 3Chongsin Rd.,Sanchong    

                   City, Taipei County 241, Taiwan R.O.C.   

 TEL: (02)2972-0616.  

 FAX: (02)2972-0613.  

 Unified serial number: 79976258. 

  Primary service: -  

      proxy specialized wireless Solution, communication   

      and demonstration kneading board primarily.  

 Staff : 8 members   



Milestone 

2003. Apr   Metalink Ltd. 2005. Jun Jumbotek 

2003. Aug F-tech 2006. Softlogic-system IC 

 
2004. May ICT Innochips 

 

2006. March NS Combi-socket 

 

2005. Jan   ETOMS 2007. Jan MOBISOL 

 

http://www.f-tech.com.tw/
http://www.innochips.co.kr/
http://www.metalinkdsl.com/site/app/homepage.asp?fd=1


2009. Sep   POCONS Ltd. 2010. Jun  

         Regin Tech  

2012. Mar Idencore 



Product Line 

Metalink Ltd.  
    

 

 
      Metalink Ltd is a market leader in 

providing and developing high 
performance wire line and 
wireless broadband 
communication solutions and 
chipsets used by 
telecommunication service 
providers.  

 

   f-tech 
 
 
     
 
 
 

       F-tech Corporation is a professional 
SAW (Surface Acoustic Wave) 
device design and manufacture 
company. F-tech pursuit to be a 
leading company in designing and 
manufacturing SAW devices and RF 
modules in Taiwan. Our major 
module product is GPS modules 
and related end product such as 
GPS CF card, GPS handheld 
system and GPS antenna for now.  

http://www.metalinkdsl.com/site/app/homepage.asp?fd=1
http://www.f-tech.com.tw/


Product Line 

ICT Innochips 
 
 
 
 
 
      ICT provides high technology 

passive chip components such as 
Varistor, NTC & PTC resistor, low 
inductance Varistor for high 
frequency, Complex RC Chip, 
Complex RL Chip, high frequency 
components, MCM, etc. We, at ICT, 
do not stop at merely satisfying 
customer expectations and needs 
of present, but focus our efforts to 
be the leader of the industry.  

ETOMS 

 
 

 

      

        ETOMS has a vision to create a 
future life and develop five 
technology fields: images capture 
(Smart Sensor), image display 
(OLED controller), AV 
compression/decompression (Multi-
Media), wireless transmitting (RF), 
and micro-controller (uC). 
Integrating the five tech fields, 
ETOMS can make “AV life in a 
wireless environment” come true. 

http://www.innochips.co.kr/


Product Line 

Jumbotek 
 
 
 
 
     Jumbotek is established in 

2002,they had overvoltage 
protection - multilayer varistor, 
until 2005,they create the 
Polydiode that advantage is 
combine Silicon TVS diode and 
Multilay Varistor 

 

Softlogic-IC 

 

 

 
      SOFTLOGIC's SOLO6010 

MUX & MPEG4 
CODEC(4,9,16CH)combine 
MUX & MPEG4 CODEC(Dual 
speed) .SOLO6010 can using 
in the MPEG4 Multi-Chanel 
such as Capture card and 

DVR product .  



     Softlogic 

 

 

 

 

 

16/9/4-Channel Video Multiplexer  

 & Multi-Speed MPEG4 Video Codec  



Product Line 

NS combi-socket 

 

 
         

        Korea-NS Combi-socket just      
2.7mm.The product based on 
thin and small. They combine 

    SIM card and MicroSD card in 
the one socket . 

     D-socket has RF Antenna and 
that support demand high 
compatibility, high stable 
multimedia video and music 
product。 

MOBISOL-phone mouse 

 

 

 
     This phone mouse module has 

25 patent in South Korean, by 
the MOBISOL research and 
development design, has the 
frivolous size, the universal 
use in the handset, the mouse 
above and so on grasps the 
product, optics manufacture, 
not only and up and down 
about traverse! If need, but 
may also the guest make 
manufacture. 



Product Line 

POCONS – Shield Can 
Clip 

  

 

 

        POCONS have 
increased sales for 
domestic and oversea 
market through R&D and 
high tech manufacturing 
for connectors in the 
industry of telecomm 
equipment and consumer 
electronics.        

         

         

Regin Tech - SKYBAR 

 

        Regintech is established in 

2010. They offer customer 

ID(CID) to protect customer’s 

software IP. USB to Audio 

PCM. Processor for VoIP 

application. USB Spec.V1.1 

compatible with full speed 

12Mbps. Compatible with 

Microsoft USB audio device 

driver. Two PCM channels for 

either FXO or FXS. 64QFN 

and 48LQFP available. 

 

      



Product Line 

Idencore  

 
 

 

         IDENCORE is eastablished 

in 2010, IDEN1100 is 8 

Channel 960H Video Decoder 

and Audio Codec For Long-

Reach DVR. It can use 

coaxial/UPT PTZ interface.        

         

         

 

 

 

      



News ---  Shield Can Clip 



News ---  Shield Can Clip 



News ---  Shield Can Clip 



News ---  RF Cable Clip 



News ---  SMD Antenne Contact 



News ---  SMD Antenne Contact 



Advantage in Marketing  

 Vastera has the domestic and foreign many product power of attorney, 

operates together because of the outstanding management and the 

technical team, in accordance to the customer demand, provides the 

comprehensive solution. In the future, Vastera in this thick foundation, 

by the elastic product strategy, will assist the customer development to 

have the competitive power product, the thinking customer creates the 

competition the tally company, for the company and the partner 

creation high quota's profit, will create the rich income for the 

shareholder and the staff.  

 The 21st century to be fastidious about close division of labor and the 

cooperation time. Vastera because of with acts the original factory the 

cooperation, by the co-prosperity, sharing, the mutual benefit, 

supplementary achieves all wins. The union product line and the vast 

group's merit, creates can be in keeping with the market tidal current 

and the market demand product, is our incessancy diligently goal.  



Thanks for your reading !! 
Hope we have nice corporation 

in the future! 

Vastera Technology Ltd. 
 

 TEL: 8866-2-2972-0616 

 FAX: 886-2-2972-0613 

 Kenny Tsai  

 +886-932-185-963 

 kenny@vastera.com.tw 


